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S1. Estimated t-score
The Welch's t-test is a widely used metric for measuring the differential expression of a probe or gene (see Eq. S1).
whereX + andX − are the mean expressions, σ + and σ − are the standard deviations, and n + and n − are the number of samples of positive and negative classes, respectively. The higher |t| is, the higher the differential power. We use a slightly modified version of the t-test to avoid the noise of the microarray data. We use the median instead of the mean, and we estimate the standard deviation from the interquartile range (IQR) which is defined as the difference between the upper and lower quantiles. The IQR contains 50% of the data within 1 2 IQR of the median. Our estimation comes from the empirical rule -about 68.2% of the values of a normal distribution lie within 1 standard deviation of the mean. The estimated standard deviation (σ) is given by Eq. S2,σ
So, our estimated t-test score (t) is given by Eq. S3.
whereX + andX − are the median expressions,σ + andσ − are the estimated standard deviations, and n + and n − are the number of samples of positive and negative classes, respectively. The higher |t| is, the higher the differential power. We sort the probes of each MIS according to the absolute value of the estimated t-scores (|t|) in decreasing order, and select the top five probes as the representative probeset for the corresponding MIS.
S2. Binary Vote
Binary voting is applied when the voting weights for both classes become equal, which would be very infrequent. In the binary voting system, each top MIS casts a vote in favor of either the positive or negative class, i.e., the voting weight for each class will be either 1 or 0. Comparable to weighted voting, which was described in the main paper, binary voting for a new sample is also determined from the closest cluster. The majority class in the closest cluster gets the total vote (weight=1). IfP c >N c , then W i (positive) = 1 and W i (negative) = 0. Similarly, ifP c <N c , then W i (positive) = 0 and W i (negative) = 1. IfP c =N c , the voting weight is determined in the same way, from the normalized number of positive and negative samples in the next closest cluster from x new , and so on. If T , the number of voting MISs, is odd, then
in binary voting will never be equal. If W (positive) > W (negative), the class, binary(x new ), predicted from the binary voting is positive; otherwise, it is negative. S4. An Experiment with the appropriate range
S3. Dataset Download Sources
We set the appropriate range, [minRange, maxRange], to generate the molecular interaction subnetworks. We experimented with different ranges and chose the optimal range producing the highest LOOCV accuracy over the datasets. Initially, we set minRange = 3, 5, 7 and maxRange = 15, 20, 25 for KEGG, and minRange = 5, 7, 10 and maxRange = 15, 20, 25 for STRING. Later, we expanded the range list based on the results observed. The results of the MISs with different appropriate ranges using KEGG and STRING are shown in Table S2 and S3, respectively. Figure S1 . An illustration of the MIS generation. Let us consider one example of a connected molecular interaction network (MIS) and its community dendrogram as shown in the figure. Let the appropriate range be [5,10]. The size (the total number of leaf nodes) of the dendrogram is 24. As it is greater than the maxRange (10), we divide the dendrogram by removing edge E1 so we are left with two dendrograms (A-Q and R-X). The right dendrogram's (R-X) size is 7 (5 ≤ 7 ≤ 10), so we take it as an appropriate community (C 3 ). However, because the left dendrogram's (A-Q) size is above 10, we divide it again by removing edge E 2 . We have to further divide the dendrogram by removing edge E 3 . Thus we get four parts of the original community dendrogram -C 1 , C 2 , X 1 , and C 3 . Three of their sizes fall within the appropriate range [5,10] (C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 ), so we take them as appropriate communities. However, because X 1 's size is less than 5, we discard it. Now, we shall assign the nodes in X 1 -N, O, P, and Q -individually to their closest communities from the original network. P is 1-hop away from C 1 , so P is merged with C 1 ; N and O are 1-hop away from C 2 , so they are merged with C 2 . In the next iteration, Q is merged with its closest community, C 2 . Thus, we get three MISs -C 1 (A,B,C,D,E,F,P), Figure S2 . Topology of two out-of-size MISs generated with an appropriate range of 5-15 from STRING network. A) MIS with 46 nodes has a star topology. B) MIS with 55 nodes is too dense. D25538 at(ADCY7), L21993 at(ADCY2), M82919 at(GABRB3), X15376 at(GABRG2), U73304 rna1 at(CNR1) 7 J04177 at(COL11A1), M60299 at(COL2A1), Z74616 s at(COL1A2), L32137 at(COMP), X07979 at(ITGB1) DLBCL 7 1 S74728 at(ALDH7A1), U40369 rna1 at(SAT1), X05409 at(ALDH2), M58603 at(NFKB1), U33053 at(PKN1), U70451 at(MYD88), S75881 s at(MYBL1), H39589 at(COQ4) 3 L76191 at(IRAK1), M11717 rna1 at(HSPA1B), X51757 at(HSPA6), AA489287 at(FBXO16), RC AA398708 at(SEPT7) 4 L11285 at(MAP2K2), M21574 at(PDGFRA), X02751 at(NRAS), X04828 at(GNAI2), RC AA147646 s at(METTL7A) 5 D00632 at(GPX3), Y00433 at(GPX1), L16991 at-2(CYP2C9), M30185 at-2(CYP2B6), U78310 at(PES1) 6 D43767 at(CCL17), U85767 at(CCL23), X04828 at(GNAI2), X55989 rna1 at(ECRP), U75285 rna1 at(BIRC5) 7
S5. Algorithm Illustration

S6. Irregular Network Topology
S7. Representative probesets of the top MISs
M21056 at(PLA2G1B), M34667 at(PLCG1), U61538 at(CHP1), U79271 at(AKT3), RC AA609519 at(MSRA) 8
L11005 at(AOX1), U89606 at(PDXK), RC AA400074 at(DOCK8), RC AA426643 at(RSL1D1), RC AA428608 at(ROGDI) 9
M22995 at(RAP1A), M34667 at(PLCG1), Z15114 at(PRKCG), M24485 s at(GSTP1), W69543 at(SCML1) 10 L01087 at(PRKCQ), L11285 at(MAP2K2), M34353 s at(ROS1), M34667 at(PLCG1), RC AA029462 at(RALGAPA2) 11 X55733 at(EIF4B), M33666 at(PSG6), M61733 at-2(RPS6KB1), RC AA400766 at(KIAA0556), RC AA416601 s at(ULK3) 12 X81817 at(BCAP31), Z12830 at(SSR1), AA093396 at(PHGDH), T69384 at(PER1), RC AA443342 s at (TMEM203)  13 M21186 at(CYBA), M55067 at(NCF1B), X77094 at(NCF4), M30448 s at(FBL), U05875 at(IFNGR2) 14
M16038 at(LYN), M34667 at(PLCG1), U20158 at(LCP2), U78027 rna4 at(BTK), X06948 at(FCER1A) 15 L76191 at(IRAK1), U91616 at(NFKBIE), X69550 at(ARHGDIA), HG3996-HT4266 at(ARHGDIB), RC AA261907 at(REXO2) 16
M11717 rna1 at(HSPA1B), X51757 at(HSPA6), AA465601 at(ARFIP1), X15875 at(ATF2), AA422159 at(DOHH) 17 D31766 at(GNPDA1), RC AA035284 at(PDZRN3), RC AA210695 at(PARP14), RC AA429655 at(TPCN1), RC AA449479 at(BZW2) 18 U10473 s at(B4GALT1), U28014 at(CASP4), RC AA429655 at(TPCN1), RC AA443841 at(SPRY2), R93273 s at(UXS1) 19 X16663 at(HCLS1), X01677 f at(GAPDH), V00565 s at-2(ACTB), RC AA402656 at(ZCCHC24), RC AA609519 at(MSRA) 20 U67733 at(PDE2A), Y00486 rna1 at(APRT), AA318315 at(C6orf106), RC AA609873 at(NECAB3), M91029 cds2 at(AMPD2) 21 L11285 at(MAP2K2), M22995 at(RAP1A), M95712 at(BRAF), X02751 at(NRAS), AA278775 at(APLP2) 22
M21056 at(PLA2G1B), X04828 at(GNAI2), F07806 at(GNAZ), RC AA193204 at(SORBS2), M16038 at(LYN) 23 M95740 at(IDUA), U03735 f at(MAGEA6), RC AA193204 at(SORBS2), L33798 at(CACNA1S), RC AA459690 s at(MPC1) D14838 at(FGF9), L40027 at(GSK3A), M93650 at(PAX6), U07223 at(CHN2), X14474 at(MAPT) 4 L06139 at(TEK), M55593 at(MMP2), U89336 cds3 at(AGER), X57766 at(MMP11), U31903 s at(ATF6B) 5 M19720 rna2 at(MYCL1), M95929 at(SFXN3), U22377 at(RLF), L00058 at(MYC), L07648 at(MXI1) DLBCL 17 1 D78134 at(CIRBP), U23803 at(HNRNPA0), M60784 s at(SNRPA), X15729 s at(DDX5), X74874 rna1 s at(POLR2A) 2 J04615 at(SNURF), U08377 at(SFSWAP), U81001 at(SNURF), Z69915 at(RBMXL1), X17567 s at(SNRPB) 3 D21063 at(MCM2), D80008 at(GINS1), U77949 at(CDC6), U37426 at(KIF11), X85137 s at(KIF11) 4 J03909 at(IFI30), U15590 at(HSPB3), X03934 at(CD3D), X04145 at(CD3G), M23323 s at(CD3E) 5 D38553 at(NCAPH), D79997 at(MELK), M74558 at(STIL), X51688 at(CCNA2), X67155 at(KIF23) 6 D87292 at(TST), X02152 at(LDHA), X05409 at(ALDH2), Z22548 at(PRDX2), M34338 s at(SRM) 7 J04988 at(HSP90AB1), U12595 at(TRAP1), U24169 at(AIMP2), U41387 at(DDX21), X75861 at(TMBIM6) 8
D31890 at(KARS), M63180 at(TARS), U07424 at(FARSA), U09510 s at(GARS), U09587 at(GARS) 9
U80040 at(ACO2), V00572 at(PGK1), X07834 at(SOD2), Z68129 cds1 at(IDH3G), X65965 s at(SOD2) 10 AB003177 at(PSMD9), D26599 at(PSMB2), D38047 at(PSMD8), D78151 at(PSMD2), X71874 cds1 at(PSMB10) 11 K02268 at(PDYN), L42324 at(GPR18), U94320 at(NPY5R), L07615 at(NPY1R), U28488 s at(C3AR1)
